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Report 
Tile steady two-dimf2nsicnal sink-type flow of a viscous, heat- 
conduCting . perfect gas is Znve stigatcd. An approximate solution of t h i s  
problem is given for the case of large Reynolds number Re (cf. the  
definition given in the text). In obtaining the present solution the =values 
af Prandtl number and the ratio of the fisst and second viscosity 
coefficient may be arbitrary. The result shows thae the solution bas tv~m 
branches, both of physical significance. On the subsonic branch of the 
rolution the flow speed starts from the stagnation point at infinity lncreaoeo 
monotonically for decreasing radial distance and eventually terminates 
with maximum speed at a certain point inaide the inviscid sonic circle. 
The sealutiono of the superrronic branch, which start with the maximum 
speed at infinity, all contain cylindrical shocks. Within the shock the 
&%OW B flow speed assumes a minimum value and after the shock all aolu-' 
tend asymptotically to the aubsonic branch. In contrast to the plane shock, 
the cylindrical shock strength i e  limited to the order 0 ( ~ e ' ~ )  , an6 
the shock-thickness, of o(&'%) . The latter quantity implies that the: 
thickness of the region in which the viscous effects are important i n  
I 
thinner, in order of magnitude, than that of ordinary bounda~y layer 
(of o(&- %iz) ) but is thicker than that of plane normal shock (of O(fgJ)). 
It i e  found thae the entropy of the super sonic branch rises to a maximum 
within the sh-ock while for the subsonic branch, the entropy increases 
manotonicalZy with the radial distance. The total variation of the zntrepy 
across the shock is found to be of o(&'*) which is in general grreaeer 
than that across a plane normal shock 3 (- 0 {shock strength) 
effect on the flow quantities due to the variation in visessity coafficiermt~, 
asaumed to depend on the local temperature, is found tc be at most of O(R~-%) 
The problem of the steady cy3,ind8risa.l source-type ok sinic-type 
flow ha8 been of imteaeseltea Quid-&Eynar;mieista for sevesa%. reasons. F~.~EL, 
that the eo~re~psnding pssbl6:xn of an inviscid compressible 
fluid has an. exact solution containing a limit line of sather special. type, 
namely, the sonic c i ~ c l e  (ILef. 1) . To the ~xtcrior of this circle 2hc 
solution has two branch of gialueo, one has its rtag~~ation point at iz$i..n$-t.g 
subsonic Branch) and the athe2 asts.rts xsith maximum velocity at infinitji 
(supersoniic branch). Both of thene ~ S V Q  branches terminate at the limit 
line with infinite velacity gradient. Tk&eac?sah-e the viscous and heat- 
conductive effects are expe;?s:ted to play zpk important role in continu-ing 
the solution further inward. Second, bet:auae of its cylindrical syann2etap, 
this problem is one of the few ncaliaear flows in anose than one Sx~ens icn  
for which there is only one 'independent va~iablc, the radial distance. 
Consequently, the ewskic:rs are sixfiple enough to allow a unified discu ssictn 
of the various effects. Thene are perhaps the reasons why this problem 
haen attracted the atteetican of ssvefal ~ G ) ~ : & Q P S  (Ref.  2, 3, 4). 
In the first part of this investigztion the Navier-Stol~es equations 
are given for the cylindrical sink faow of a viseous heat-conducting perfee.t 
gas. The energy equation is integrated once to give a firet order 
differential equation. Then, with some simplifying assumptions, the 
qualitative propertierr of thz. solutions aye &scussed in detail for tha Gage 
of large Rewolds er ;"e . The dclefinit5.0n of ??e ie & - -LLL , 
/A# 
where P = locates the inv i~c id  ~ o a i c  ircke with sonic speed a, and 
,:* pk , p,[ are the fZai&dderssity and viscosity coefficient at p.=q . i.lxe~~cae 
basic propert3es of eke solu'tione thus co;mpreh~n&d serve fop a useful 
guide in our final ca1culatia.n of. the s o l t ~ t i o ~ ~ .  
In the second part' ef thin paper the detailed calculatlion of the 
salution i a  eitrrird out for the case of l a ~ g e  Rk , Ie is found that tkitere 
is no single expression ava:.lable for %he solution uniformly valid ji:: .&he 
ontire flow region. ' f i e  calculatios is t!:.imn psiformed in three difil3~ea: 
regions charactaaieod by eh3 length ~ . 3 ~ - f ' d  the parameter Fol: 
-34 P I; + 0(& the approximate ~lol$~$.ilion is obtained by using the 
P L M  metlnom. The ..eaul^ L f:ails 'F:o be a goad approsrin~atioa tor /* tat, 
close to F9r r; -a(& - 9 9  < r 4 f a(&@ -"/"I a &-gfc3 y a:2~t 
similarity rule fov the v a r i a e s  leaas tc a s:rotern of cylindrical 
transonic equations ~rhich guverrts tlae flow acroaa the sonic region. 
There equations can 'be integrated analyticaly for leach o l  the? dSfe~eren% 
sonic bramch all contain cyli~drical shoclx-t:gggc flovv 5.3 thf s traanasds 
region. In other words, these oolutirsns grz+dually deviate away from the 
inviscid eupersanic brarich, reach a. mirjrnlarn aear r r t$' aoad then 
approach as oticalPy to '&e viscous su.bnenic branch. 1C$ is also found 
P -$ that the shock etrength io of Q f ~ e  w&.ilc the ahcck-thicicncse, CIP 
-"k ( & ) * results wbich are3 quite el i f fesa~t  E~om aha of tha plane normal 
aback. Within this zegion, the thesmod.ynam4c variable o srif iofy t . 1 ~  
9 This terminology was introduced by Prof. 8. S. Tsiera ita a ssriea of 
seminars, held in Califo~nia institute of Tschngs'%cgy in 1954, in whick 
R 
the method due to Poinca re -- LighfgL -- -Kgo W ~ R  ~IEIE'*ZBOC($. 
3 -LQI*
- 2ps 
quantity of O(& The ap&ros::.mata coiulona for r < - 0 e l a -  
srtbsequen$:ly carrieG wet. Fiatally, the entropy variation of the ii~:ld a-x*" L cz 
the effect due to ~.arBltion in viscosity casF23.cicnte; are disce~ssed. 
Tha cozrespcr&ing saurce 9ov1 pxFobSem vras ;srevi.olaoly a~L-~-.ed, 
a.sing numerical mathahad, by Sakura,i (Ref .  3); a qualfiativa investigation 
on this problem was lates olabozated sa r~emxxy pc+ints by Lcvey (Ref. 44, 
by making use of some conventiaaal. metZ%odu in raonPimsr &iffex-~;~ki,~~l 
equations. In the Pa%:i:er a~ork, &a o ~ d e r g  Q.(: magnit.e?de .ei maay i3 .o~~ 
q,$-%antities of interest were estim~~t~skl. X3.e ?resent invastigatio~~ cr. *t&e 
sink flow i s  not merely a spacial case of $ha cylindrical flow- o t b e ~  .i&aa~ 
the source type, brat also preeeato an ian~~roved m~thod superio~ ta kba~e 
used in the previous work3 ( e .  8. 1Xc.f. 2,3,4).  T l a ~  pamc~ful PLKWa-r.etbi:6:> 
a..pplied to the csater zegion yields a set o.5 relia-ble bounhry vstlx2e~ ::or 
the transonic ~ogion.aad thxza enabfe~ all Ro:v qx~antities ef interair& to 
be calculated q?zaat&tatively in all regiorrs . Ydowever , the previous .:varIcc 
should be credited helre as to have lad this euUther to a better unde~r.ta~dL~~::~~ 2 
of this problem, The? a-2 is also indebted to Prof. He S. %@$en IOP 
suggesting the problem and to PmoPa. ?idta. So "lesset and 6, R. DeH~Snna 
for their aesistaace on manyv poin;~. 
Hepe we ape ccncezeed qith the two-dimensional sink flow sf a 
vf scous, compressible, heat-condarcting fPr~ir?. with palar s 
4 
only independent var5able is the radial dietznce r from the origin. Tha 
radial velocity, z , i s  the only velocity cor?;pon.snt and is always nos- 
positive for aid< flo~;.. Let p , p . T JL 3 /LL/, R , Cy 5 denote 
respectively the prcosuze. S~knsity, absaEute "cxnpeilatu~e, eosfZicicl:xis 
of shear and bulk v i ~ ~ z s  ~ i t y *  heat G Q ~ ~ E C ~ ~ \ F $ ; > Y ,  gas conshat, specifid 
heats at cani3tant vo%lrl?me and gfefaswra The msmer~%un.a ocpzatian is 
and the energy equation 5.6 
The continuity equation can be written ia <he following form if d~ac&iz~ 
the sink etrength. 
The equation of state is asstrrnad to 'NE th& 02 a perfect gas, 
f l = R p ~  a ( 1- a?z] 
Ewatioa (1. I. -1.4) are a sy:~tem of nonlinear differex~tial equations for 
four variables . P . P  T if P )pd. . ami L a r a e b v m  P 
functions of T . 
To reduce the eqwtims to imadinnensional form, the followk~~g 
eondimensi6~I quantities are i&rodalaced; 
. where quanities with the auk:a::script' 1 are fieticbus qvanties which *cvoulB 
oscur at the local B4ad-1 number unity for 3pjtoavisc~w and. non-heat- 
conducting gas. Thua, with #' eq~aral ta the ratio roof specific heaes, 
assumed coastant throughorJe, the ~ ( ~ n i c  @peed a, at r=r ie g i v e ~ b y  
a Z L X ~  2np,qF7=m . (1. sj 
Here w i s  always psit ive for F 3 . 3 ~ .  The cqustion c i  state is now 
/&=-5e 1 a 4 4 . 3 ;  
Using Eq. 1.7 and writir:g 
,A'-/ = J$PL , 
the nondimensional form of Zq. ( I .  1 )  bccon2,es 
where 2 denotes t5e inverae of &ha Bepelds mPraber 
which will br coaoldt?red m ~ c h  smaller than asfey throughout this pziper. 
Stokes as sumgion on the viscosity coeff ic ic%~&~ states that 
d / 4 = 0  , Oy $$=-A 3 . f a ,  lzg 
Aa this assuption daee not agree with o k ~  ervations for many kinds of 
fluid (cf. Ref. 5), condition (1. 12) will xlat be imposed on the final 
cdculation of the f3o~v field, 
Again using Eq. (1. ?), the acndmezlsional form of Eq. (1.21 can 
be integrated once to yidd: 
The integration constant cn the right hand ride of Eg. ( 1 . 1 3 )  i s  chosen 
ae shown above eo that the Limit oohltion for vanishing viscosity agi.l;es 
at large P with that of a nc$avieccur, iso-ea~rget ic  flow. 
Eliminating 3 in Ey. (1, EO) by using ((1.7) and ( 1 .O ) ,  a ~ d  
h t a c w i n g  7 =&8 as the i ~ d e p e ~ d e a t  verlable, we obtain: 
J 
The energy equation in terms of 7 is now 
Eqs. (1.15) and ( I .  I b) are kke two ewatfuns faz tvm unk~owns w arid d . 
The boundary condit::.~ns for them can be determined by requi~ing thae 
they tend to their respective inviocid s~h~t ions  a -r w eo that these P 
two sdutions can be spprcp~iately conqrreel later. 
1, P The Nonviscous Solution 
The solutirsn for sidk flow 0% a s~n2preaaibler ilviscid gas caa ba 
literally obtained by putting 3 = 0 in the above equations wihou t  
justifying the validity of such a sirnplificatEo~1, Then the equations reiauc 3 
The sdutton sf this system of equirtiona is +tiawn to be 
-6," 
The value of b; can be expressed in tearrne t-2 stagnation atate a s  
r+t 
_ICL 
"& v~hexe % I - , and f i  , are the iacn:;rcpic szagnatian pvessule 
* P o  
qnd density. Equaticn (1.20) aimply states the isoenargetic and iser=tropis: 
relations 
This iuviacicl solution W ( P )  given by Eq. (9.19) is plotted i n  Fig, 1. 
# 
Fig. 1. Graph of linviscid Solution. 
r k  gives no solu$ion for PCe? . but for F) /; , W is a double-valued 
function of r On one branch W tends $0 zero so that thermody&amis 
vatiablee tend to their etagnation values as P- - ; on the other braac2~ 
w tends to maximum speed attainable and the thermodynam'c 
variables tend $0 zero as ,P - . Tbey wQl be designated as aiibsaric 
a~id sup~rsonic branxzh resp2ctivcly. 30th oL; the b~anches terminate at 
P =  with sonic speed (at 7;thich the Pluid aj?eed equnla the iocal speed 
of sound]. The slope of the curve wp) 
";B 
iti much smaller tha;:, u ~ t y  :or P on. bothbsaachce and coaaeip?er?Cii? 
viscous affects bec01:ae cornparatiavk~~ nnfn~pastant here, But as ~'.p . 
iy-I , dw beeomeo nunzzrically u~bouonded, and thus the viscra~c fofos-.~ d -  
near r = /; should pp$y a role as sf gnificae t-.s those of inertia an$ ,ore@ E -:+"YE 
gore: ea . 
l?bw thio in~~iticid s~lutioa ~ ' i i l  he :IGB& a3 a guide to stu* th.0 si&i 
"-' flow of a real fluid g.uverne6- by Eqa , ( 1. % 5, B , % 6 ) .  for large values of ki'e , 
in $he $ease that it i a  aasumied that the limit 0% the V~GCQUS solution for 
vanishing vhcosity zlpproaclaea the inviscid soldion as r - s, , for bot2 
subsonic rand eupe~saaic bzznches, By COP'---.- . L J $ A A ~ L ~ ~  these viscous ~olatio32.i 
backward in where vitsc~us ea'foets Becoz2e more anat more prominzri:, 
it ie expected that the real fic.i.d, ar'hccted by viscceity and he& con&cti~s-l~ 
viscosity is seglectecl. 
It may be renr2arked &ere tha.t the eq~~atianrs for soupee f lot;~ of 
real fluid can be obtained fram (I. 15) isn$ [ I .  IbF by chiaging the sign of 
terme with factor 2 if w agai~l repreoaraP.s %he aboolute value of the 
radial speed, normalized relative to (7, (cf. Ref. 4), Mange the 
inviscid solutions for source and sink elow arc identical, but their +eopeetivo 
2, Properties of $.he Sah~,tEon Curves 
.L1PBL.I89iffD--smm -=-- 
2. % Appr~ximate DbffereaI:i:~I, Eqaaskion in * 2 b  'P hase S p a ~  ef t  
In order to stirdy the q~zaP%tatfvc prcpezties of 'ihe solution cvxwes, 
D eve raI as euarlptioas will be kat.trod.3.s ed t f i l k ~ :  s sctioa to ~ia~3pl i fy  ti:,@ 
analysis v~hile most cqf the irmp0rti2%3L Eeat~~res of the original s y s t e ~ ~  will 
still be maiwta*ii%ed, The Prsmdtll nuxnber, @ , is aeoumed coaataat 
7 7 p  
~nnthis sectioaz, p i s  also takea~*tc>bc~~n~~:a%"s~t sothat F-/ . v m m .  
the complete ac~lution is calculate& Pz:;&EP, EIO-VJL'IBVBI, the a~su;=ptian:: 
Patraduced haze. becoame uanseaE;sarPyO 
Equation (1. 13) can he intcg>:at,eed ~ 1 3 e i l  t ic Pra~dtl =amber 
thea ow= - ' - Z ), end the final 
e 
S 
w k e ~ e  A is the integratiok~ canstant. The value ch.osen above POP P' 
actually not fa9 from evperipental data ( gd Q.12 far air a$ stanea~d 
condition). As ssnly appears ixi the cocfciant of the derivative d@ q 
irx EE~. (1.16), it f ~ l l a w s  ftozn the tkittory stlf c?jffepent$.al equztioas (aef-  (i 
p. 142) that the solutions sad al% kh3iy cEenq$eigki~~eg V L L ~  bg coyAtin~g:~s igi 
0" for W 2 0 , - C-Q < < . Thus gh'ne assamption of choosing this 
particular value of t?" would merely lead to eimplification of anal3-sis 
rather than material change of the solutions. ;Cf w e  furtha: rcequire by 
physical argument that the deviation from the iso -energetic Zelation 
expreseed by the term with the arbitrary constant will not averwhe?ra 
the right hand side terms for rdr ;  , we may assume that - 0  This 
restriction, however, can again be relaxed whea the complete solution 
- 
ia discussed later, It will than be shozvn %ha% A 5s indeed of the ~ r d e z  
0 )  , Thus the particular solution with x.0 would still provide a good 
approximation to the complete solution. 
With = 0 , the energy relation becomes 
Introducing this equation into Eq. (1.15) and eliminating the 
explicit dependence on by the substitution 7 
we obtain 
where 
The variable V ie closely related to the Pluid velocity gradient. Since 
the terme txa and @-?)a in the brackets are merely correction@ to 
constant coefficients of O(1) , the properties of Eq. (2.5) would not be 
altered if we Bad neglected these terrna in ordez to simplify further 
algebra. Thus the approximate diffe fer erntial squat ion 
in the phae e space ( w, V) ia expected to exhibit all innportsat ;Zea:rrceo 
of the original syetenn Eqo. (1.15 - 16) for F= .. The equation 
similar to ( 2 . 6 )  was derived by Bakurai (%ci. 3) and later whs &iscasseii 
isl detail by Levey (Ref. 4) for source flow in a real fluid. 
2 , 2  Propertias of the Solution Curves in Phase Sgace . 
Equation (2.6) is nonlinear and cannot be integrated. Eao~ve-~s~, 
several i r n p ~ t a n t  features of the soltations e Z u n  be readily by s:tasdy eD 
iag the properties of the vector field ( W, I/) cBs3Fipiad by Eq. {2.6),  gaci:. 
as the type of i te  singular points, the curve@ of zero slope and sere. 
curvature together with some obvious isoclilles. 
(a) The curve of zero slope; the invjsci:i. solution. 
Let @ be tbe curve en ~~whieka $V. 
,P z given in Eq. ( 2 . 6 )  vanishes, 
C, is then given by 
which is also the inviscid aolutior. in y-V plaae. The fuartioa V@) 
given by Eq. ( 2 . 7 )  b e  a simple pole at w = JI (the gictitious sonic ~:i~ele) ,  
a&two zeros at W = O  and YV = which coareepohrd reepcctivaly 
to the subsonic and svpersollic br3,nch at r= Q-Q . Near the origia, V(v[) 
has the following power eeries expansion 
P 
w-  
which starts from W = with slope unity. Meaz the point = 8 , 
the expansion of V(w) is 

along a simple closed curve C!h9 in the heighborhood of thec origin with 
J 
the origin in its interior, one finds that the Poincare index (cf. Ref ,  7 
p: 45) of thie singularity is equal to - / . Thus the origin i s  a saddle 
point through which only two solution curvea may pass. One of 82er e is 
w = o which either yields a trivial solution ( v = Q) or has no physicill 
meaning ( V 4 4) . The other solution curve starts from the origin with 
slope equal to + I (which coincides there with tihe inviscid solution) and 
thus repreeeats the only possible radial isink flow with stagnation at r= =. 
By substitution of a power series into Eq. ( 2 . 6 )  (or by ordinary iteratioo), 
the asymptotic value, for amell o( , of ehia solution near the origin is 
I 
-3 The point (16 , O )  i s  a singula~ point of regular type. In the 
f 
neighborhood of x = w +-za 0 . V= 0 r Eq. ( 2 . 6 )  become* 
2 
inwhich P and Q vsnishEike z'+V as a,V-0.  Thusthe 
singularity (Ref. 7 pp, 37 -44) is 
(, -pjt (i) a nodal point if a h --- I as 
BB 
f o r  a ,  ?=-  B , ~r ) 
( 2 *  PZ) 
(/-#la (ii) a spiral point if ct > - 
*B 
As the problem will be confi-ned to the case et << / , we shall o m  
consider Chis singufzrrity to be a nodal point, QwXich changes to a. saddle 
point for source flow, c l .  Ref. 4 ). ,%I1 solution curves passing 
tlzrcugh this point will have at this point two diszinct slopes bhkh can be 
calculatad Pram the aecular aquatian of  Eq. ( 2 ,  l a), namely, 
which has two unequal pooitlve roots 
Prom these two eigen-viLLuen two eigen-vectors associated with Eq. (2.19) 
at (x  = 0 ,  V= 0) can be ~ b t a i n e d ~  By uoir,g this ~ e s u l t  it cam be SEX OWL^ 
that the solution curves passkg through (z = 0 I Vso) have near this 
point the folovAng parametric rez$reseHltatioa 
kvith the $lope 
Slme 1, ? A2 ) 0 , Vp 2 -.r 0 t is  & -P - , xt 9 1 ~ 0  ~ O ~ I O V J B  from the above 
rqations that these are infi:*:llte nqs~~bars of sobution curves, correeplonding 
to arbitrary C, and C2 (ta f 0) which have the asymptotic value 
ad, in adclition, there is or&other solution cn-urc passing th-%* +?-% ah t22is 
The first gr0c.p of: solutions. give3 by E.4. 5 )  have the sanae P:-n2ig$L~az 
value at p =  0s as the invicc:id  sluti ion and hence rapresent the malay 
8 
- -- 
poseible sink flow8 starting wihmaxinlunn vcbcity VT T / ? "  at p'= QCJ I 
while the tsolution given by Eq. ( 2 .  55b) is pl~~~r;ka].lgr irfelevazt. The 
ptotic arahe, fou ~rnall or , of this pk.,jbsically signJ8ic;n"ssoluiin~a 
I 
-.=. 
e3 
near the point wzp is 
where C i s  an arbitrary constan%, The bast t e  fallows f=m Eq, 
(c ) .  The curve of zero curva@;ire. 
The second derivative of the aolEa&ioar Sd con be deduced f~s:+xi 
Let & be the curve on whkh dZv 7ia vanishes, the equation far @; 
is then, except. where ~ Y V  is zero, given by: 
(Z. I f 3 )  
The function V (w}.. eatiefying thi~ equation &a@ the folbwing properties; Ca 
(i) % hao only one real value for either 
fhas two equal. 72 ealr? va~l~;tcr; at 
(ii$ The curve r-ta-tgy Z ~ r o ~ c ,  the cj*-:.Pgic with siopa cqu.al 6.0 
ga.ni<;y a&. has, :.a :he ::k:?igBib~i~13~t:1~?8d of the origin, the 
E~j'.%owin$; B?xP~.H~~$o%~P: 
2 
-1 &' a w t [ o - ~ I  -- w 9- ~ Q - B )  - 4 (5- 7L PH 7 ws 
3 2 4.' ... 
t [ [ lgO)  -#(big - tdt t  "8 I <) +.i.* (~-/af,) -2/d 
(iii) The curve & c::oessa zz t a$ 
& 
I 
_ -- 2 I -- 
(iv) ~~hens w = , V -L:O and 'il = B E  T 1 a ~ s  5 has 4 $ Cz. 
/-p differed slopa:,i Al!. // i- O(@?J and -[,+ ~(cgg . Near ('sf-4) ' -  H 
Ehis point these two bsancI%exes of the curve C2 has the 
following ~ X P ~ ~ > S ~ O P S  : 
[v) The slope of the curvs C, 
3 (vi) 3'0s / * v: w @ p &  .J, v Y'p" * 4; za ;::.*:I 
% 5 2 
The CnPwa C2 cIiVLdc~s the: (w- V) ?la;:,@ into zee;io~as of poait;hc 
and negative susvaltn~es ao rlhown in Fk;. 3 .  
(dl, Sketch of ~.,olutian cusvas 'J(vr1 ; do:ibnition of cylir;drieal sIq,a.<:l;r,, 
The above &iscuesiox.aa on isocI:nco, tvp83-3o of oilagzat~~ritiea, r e g i c i ~ ~  
of psitive an& negative slope a d  curv:aturc, enable the sol63iion carvt:B 
to be sketched, 
First i.eS us c,ilnslder tt-e a&utt;m ;;ux*re otaztirng frossl the oxigin, 
Comparison .~rf Eqs, ( 2 , 8 ) ,  ( 2 ,  101, axii (2.2Q? b o w s  tlxkiat, far 2 erad w 
~maPI, 
kY@ > * V ' ( w l > v ( % r )  $$ (2,251 
dl "2 
2 7 the difference (V -Y)-u(&?~ vghi?e M I  . T h ~ s  tho BO~W$~(PE;  d/ 
curve v(w] lies in $c.tweeu 5 x wherx ';he slope mi3 curvature 
af V(w) arc both, poraitive. Ah carefa-1. ~ t r 3 d y  05 the 810pe of V(W) r?nd C2 
[..:fo ~ q s ,  2 ,  6 m d  2 .  23)  iul~Z~~.i$te~ "hat i"i3.e so1,~:kion e~rrvc  l i e n  above c, p, ,. 
~ > o  . Ne;ncc V ( 4  le a monotonic itncreaeing fw~lcti~tionof w with 
/-. f5' inc~ea~ing alsge,  passing th.+csugh. w = $5 bet~&?t~c.n the points Y = --- awl 
a 
2P9 -2 r -- 2 L - I - p  V = (1-8) (26) aa-d fina-Ply en&::-"% ~ 7 . 2  at vl- = .D with the slope -- - dMr g 
[<:fe Figg 
AS p ~ e : v i ~ u ~ I y  ~Ewm* in Eq. 2 6 thsrc a re  idizxits numhcr eai 
.-. 
snhztion curves sta~t!~ri:ng f P D X ~  w =. 9 ' , V = 5 with the rarrne slope 3 . 
I '-B 
Ebwever, £03 ( IV-F-') and d bath small enough, compa,rison of 
Eqs. ( 2 . 9 ) ,  (2.16) and ( 2 ,  ZEa) again shows t l i a k  these soI~~t.utions sittiafy 
i 
for small negative ( #-f-zm) , the falloyving haquality 
bi t3  shown im Fig, 4. 
4 
As vf decreases from pvaZ .IT [for every finite C in El. 2 ,  
decreases with increasing %!.ope utztil it intes:jcpts with a porilitive 
Fig. 4. Sketch of ~e Ssl~xtatjsn C-~hves b~ the Phase Space . 
slope. For further decrease irz w . tke curve V should lie above a 
straight line with this psiti le sl&pe at the pint of fntcrception bceause 
d2v 
- i s  positive in this region. H e ~ , c e  the ealiution curver, will dw2 
eventually meet with zero slope, a d  from thaae on, for furtheu 
decreaee in w , V iarcreaues from negative values ;snd hateu croaaetl 
/ 
0 -  
'1 - with infinite slope at iiosme poix~t is betx~gean W = O  an& .p " , 
explicit in su2 iatsr cttf c~da,ti.on, ~Furthes @2.:ts~~_sic~n of t h ~  B r;a, B Q I u ~ ~ o ~ %  
curves shows that inc r 3ane s with !~nc re;,:jii;g w and f i a l l y  apprcdac:~. o 
asymptotically to the subsc.lic b~axxch solution 1;rhich starts 'from the ariain. 
T h e ~ e  is a parliculaz* value af the int-nteijraticn constant (in Eq. 2. lb), 
c = c, < o , for which the salilCicn curve fir~ally ends up at the origin vri*::i 
infinite slope. For c c c, , f3e snluti<m. ccases to have ph37sical rneanl?,,;;. 
Oa the othe~: hand, 's2ne eoPaakion citrve8 2or c z $ have a very inteza :;ti-...y 
feature that Phes e viscous eo12tiec.i& al: axhibit %Be: transition gsaces e Bra= 
5 > / and < / (as will. ite sha~vn X;-*Ser), the flow between these twn 
oltates may thus be defined as that of ;a "cylindrical shock", + Inspf r~d  by 
the result obtained iri Eqe a 2 1 we set: that the equation governing 
such a cylindrical shock fio:v can be ai~prox%naat.ed by the fellowing 
similarity traplaformation 
9 This terminology is adopked by both sakurait3) and  eve^(^) to $eocr:?;~ 
such type of flowr. The term "$E:ocl-," is borrowed from i t s  ccanvent~o~?~~. 
meaning to indicate the transition from one branch to the other, thc#ug? 
the transition is rather dj,hiffere?t frcm that occuiriag in 2: plane norme; 
shock* Perhaps this texaninology +$dates closer to the con~reuticnaI. 
meaaing of a shock for the -,onatant c slightly greater t,han c, 
(cf. Fig, 43, became th~i2 the jnmp in w and the slope 3 a in ',~az%s2.5L3~i 
&-J 
become greater and the positior2 of transition is far$her &-at from P~ #?; 
(cf. Fig. 5). But since t h e ~ e  is no adequate criterion ta distingnisiz 
one from another value of C , we shalall retain. thia name. Anzother 
te~minolcgy, the glissipat-ion layer, is sug5:eesced by Prof. W. S. Tsicx- 
to v3id this iguity and, in additim, to etruss thb impflrtancd of 
V ~ B C W S  eflests in this l a ; i e ~ ~  
which wil l  rc;krier all term.:. :.KY, Eq;. ( 2 .  6) eqxi.s?lly important: in tbir f k c y i r  
region, that is, for vaaiahi,ag u 
Since this equation governs tb,n- fiovs 02 both 2sranehes near the eonis 
speed, it may be called the "equakian :or ~y.~$ndricai. tramctnic flow ". 
( e )  Sketch of solution carves wp j  in pliysic;;%l space. 
1 
&/~f F xom4, the clef inition of W , -i '(w) = - -7 we have 
1+2 9 
vvherc the integrlirl. a%~nds for an i.a8~.pef%nite irktapxal and 
~ i o  that 7 tends to its inviscid ~ l t l a t i ~ h  .I for 
Now for the eubaoac,ic: $rrant:.&, V(w) 3 o , hence 7 is a 
monotonically decreasing funelion of = :v . B~I~lors~ver, fcr same value oP 
yr Y(w) l e a s  thar: i t s  eo:rrespondin;: i n a s c i d  sol!~.tion (cf. Eq. 2,251., 
In othep words, at every 7 , (wjVis i~:' s low~:d  awn from its inviscid 
value due to the GB~BCQPIS effect ,  
I 
-- 
2 For the supe+sonic branch 8Qarting from w = +? ~ ( m r )  .go 
I 6 
-- 
for % 4 W 5 -! " a hence in tlnis T~:tterwal JI i s  a monotonically increas - 
ing function of vir . At w = W2 , (-J 7 = z, ray). 
and, from Eq. ( 2 . 6 )  

this equation ance, we obtu.in 
'This equation ~ ~ 5 1 1  be integ~ated ar~d &eeusssd in detail En. 039 61m.4 
ca1cula&ian, 
3, Galculatiow of "; 5 Br~l~~,:;;long: by U::i?~%g P%K-Methc3d+ 
-101 rL-rLr~-*-*-* - --z-* - 
In this section we sfzall ca!.:ula$:e ~f(7) , b(9) govar~ed ixy the 1 
original system of Ei2s. ( b , i 5 - Z - 2 b), Th2*3.;gt-3ut tki ZBC ~ ~ C ) I T  ,/ will 
again b~ a?;s-;;i.&ed col;a:r;;i;*. ;a tz2g;;: ji := l I b.:lt ~30 re~triekiol k ~ ~ + , ~ ~  bi.. 
imposedon d and 4 . Cor;~se~;pe:~tly :?:qs. jT. 15, ?&>b"esrz,c 
Using the PLM-method, as de~cribcd b.cilow, ;he gen2ralfzatio~ to (be 
case = pgesente no g3articular 4ifficl;lty (c f .  $ 79. 
It was seen before that evea f o g  a sirb.~plifled arereion of these 
ptotic solations fiar amall @ W ~ & F  w "- 0 01" = 
4 Eqs. 2,10, 2.18i3 because sneTf2cicat 0.f QJ doer not d5minish as n -- . 
ptotic result fails to be n gocd approximation to the req~ired 
I 
..- 
solution as w deviates farther Eram W= o orr W = $ ' and becomes 
almost u s e 1 . e ~ ~  for c;tlculationa t~.i:i;r lii. = I . &I\TOW let us resort $0 
PLK-method. :v?2.icb l~ in er:sr-nca to e x p a ~ d  the solution in terms aE 
power s e r i s ~  in a -with cceffici.;lri$s as andetermined functions of a 
parameter 9 
The need of a. parameter $ to re;::e~;ai~.nt ho. solution andl &at 8tayi.s 
uvith the term 3 are clearly sug~~~eutc.~d by oar previous cUacussiono. 
Substituting these expansiaa.~ intnto icqs, (3 .  It and ( 3 . 2 ) ,  noting that 
u h r e  prime stands for d 3 then eqt??atlag equal powere af or 
w e  obtain the zeroth order i!quati<>mo au f~:al'Lcu~s: 
El we choose d ( k f @ ~ @ a ~ f ;  fron; rsrr ,~ .  then we have the zeroth order 
solution 
By aubatitugiag EF:q@. (5. 7)  <;22;1.and (3. 3aj kn:o ( 2 i i  8b), thr terms in the r.urly 
bracket can be reaar:r;3ngod 20 take the Cg- la~zkx3g form 
The solutiorn of Eqe. (3,102: bj i s  ::has 
Proceeding is a qimtla~ R~XSAD~Z: to olx2ain the second-ozder 
8 
c ~ ~ ~ a t i o n s  by eqaatiagj terms vritPI ci . f5uzd that the resulting equatir.: ir 
posses* the solution ci quite lengthy expre~sion, in which ~?")j4) otartt:  
I 
-with the term ? ( - 9  - 6) - fqlnrqc.,ed by term- 8 06 
(i -g,f 
@I i 
w (f) still caa be rlade to be:: of O( --- Therefore the final (.-$3 
where A , 8 , 6 a?-e coaatai2ts given in Eq2 .;. (a* l lc), (3 .  ;3e) and 
$.. : 2 c )  
/ 
-- 
. C . is ;zrbit~sry fo-7 ::he sc:-atiou s t a r t j ~ ~ g  from ,$ 
".'he value of 8 is given by 
Several inter-.sting fc2atur{.ic of "he above ~olution may be 
f 
~xentionedhere. (i) b = o  for P=.zl ( = T 3 " d = - ~  cf. Eq. 5.. :c ; ,  d O  
'Ji'ith the value of P and k lying :.c the experimental range, 6 is still 
a emall number. Consequently, ti.~.le vs~iatior in V a d  k only 
contribute a small correcticn to t'.e su sfficieats of O(/) in the solution, 
This fact confirms our previous ei:aterrtent in 8 2.1. (ii) By substitutinle 
Eq. (3. 12) into 6q. ( 2 ,  Z), ti: can bz foead thot the arbitrary constant 
is of O(Qb) . (iii) The most impl~rtami property of the above solution 
*Y v 
-&. i -  
i s  that they &a not provide z.n app~~oxi;z?.ate sc~i~iion with uni l f~rm 
I 
- z  &ccuracy over the interval of ,l s$xcln that 0 5 w 6 $ An 3 
zpproachee unity, tha higher order terms, eapccially in (5) , become 7 
more importax& ~ e l ~ 2 i v c  to 2he z e r ~ t h  ~ ~ r d e r  te m. More p::ecisely, t l~e  
Y3 .& I -- 
aolutionisgoadonl~~fox ~ 4 $ $ ! - - K ; c  a,rid /+=&a \ ( $ 6 p 2 .  , i< 
%$ being a constant oi! Q(') . At 5 = / f K d  , ail terms in the expressiao 
.2?& 
far f f l  become of the sarae artflex-, O[G ) ; brat the cgnvergcnce can bu 
raade sufficisatly rapid by 5:n appropriate chaice of the value 4 
In the subsequent calculation or' the anlation tbmugb. the transesli.: 
region, we shall only consider 8 ?articular m;%lution with C = , G =o 
in E ~ B .  (3. 3 29, Fu~therm~re.  it 'has been fa~;ad convenien",~ take 
% K = d ( Y + ? )  Witj3thisvaIuso: K , weobtain, fromEqs. (3.1Za,b>, 
the following result: 
(i) supersonic branch, 
These value8 will serve for the boundary condition@ imposed on the 
tran~snic solution to be obtained beSoxvJ That the PLK method is 
powerful in solving this pro'blem ean still further be stressed by the 
following argament. As the: first t )rde~ term in the expression fo'op ~(3) 
(sf. 3.1  Za) is quite uaimpcstaat iil the aforementioned regions for f , 
one perhaps would try, inatead of Eq. { 3,4, a simplea expansion 
and a similar expansion for B in te~ims cat w . It can be shov~n tk+t 
tile above expansion will yield o aolu.tion in which 7'u' is idelltical to 
(4 
inviscid so%uticn, but 7 I w )  him, in addition to a simple pole at ~ 1 . l ; :  
I 
0- 
3 
a pole and a. logarith2nic aingulari:iiry at w = $ ComaseqatenUgi. ths 
assumed expansion (3.14) bscornc2a iavalid for r large on the supemrscnic 
branch, and thus leads to axi earoussus r e s u l t .  
4. The Solrjbtiaa :.a the Transonic Raaiog 
To obtain aim approximate solution in the transonic ~cg ion ,  as 
cliscuesed in 3 2.2(d), (el (cf. Eqs. 2 . 2 7 ,  28 and 321 and also as 
guided by the boundary conditions Eq. { 3.131, Sirst we distort the 
independent variable by the kransfa~rnation 
aad then expand W ,  l? into the form1 
~s~iiith c =O ( ~'2@(i+d) =/ E ~ L P .  (3r 2 )  and 93.21 reduce to 
Substituting &qs. (4.1) - (4. 33 into Eqo. (4.4) and [4.5), we obtain the 
first order equation: 
a,nd the socoxxi ordea equathn: 
??he correctian due to the tc:rrne with conetat~ts a and 6 enters only 
(3) @ (31 in W aad higher ordo;e terms. 
Now Eq. (4.6) can bc integaated once to yield: 
US i v j  
Ule constant 4 cai:. 13e drp$;ezr;ined by the boxalndary conciitioil { 3 ,  2 2:);  A 
t3e result ic ,  
(4 cej; 
-a/> 
B, 2.-0.0t ( r f f )  for the supersonic branch, 
xi: is convenient to rewrite &q. (4.8) i l k  the following form 
!?;.'ow Eq. (4.109 is of the Iliccati type, which, by the transformatian 
c m  be reduced to a second order Linear equation: 
The solution of this aquatioln for ( x t XI )  > a i s  
vrhere f ( 2 )  i c r  the modified Bessel function of the first kind, and M . A/ 
Eire the integsa'iion constant-o. By naing Eq. (4, B 11, the solation of 
1 ,  (4.10) is then 
JZh it! + N 1- yj (2) 
,,t, = (jZZ) -- P r c ? l + ~ I ,  (31
-5 A 
3h 
2 = $  (w3) 2 and 
The conscant N can be dc;termi:zsd by rasing the candieion (3.13). 
The coPleiniaation of :Eq. (4.. 14) into the pegion z tt, ( 0  is 
provided by 
Consequently Eq. (4,14) bccorne~ 
Tg, discuss the above aolutisn, we firs2 note that the inviscid salution in 
this transonic region i s  
82 = 2 
which has two branchee for x >o and gives no ~olution for z < o . 
Now before wo determine the v a l u  of N for  the corresponding vitlcouc 
solutione, we may also note that the general oolution, given by (4.14) 
and (4. I$), is a semi-$rancandental fuzacrlon of D, and the second 
ir~tetegrationcbnstaxkt N It eta be s k ~ J ~ m ~  fpom the properties of Z (si 
f 
irS large 2 , that in i3q. (4. 14) 
and g has a simple wle at a cer';ainr finite z Iior N<- l  ( ~ h i c h  i s  
05 no physical oignifieanc e ) .  This; result S ~ O Y P S  that the viscous salutif;nr. 
tend to their raspettive inviscid ve.lues for a large in a maa3neie x-~hieh 
I 
' B ilraplies again that (' w =f? ) 7 = "") 1s a nodal paint (ae%mitting more th,n 
one value of N ) while (W=Q, F = C X ; )  i s  a saddle point (admitting o&y o:nc P ' *  
that ~ ( 3 )  has infinite number of ioola::ed siz:.2p1e poles at xvhcre 
the denominator v d c h e s .  :%ace 'ihe p-opertics of the sol~t i~~,o~.  curves 
in. the (w,V) phase reace exhibit p.o such singularities, the solution (4. Z & ) ,  
therefore, p~esents   good ~ppror;lrnat$~t~n o the real flow orily for 5 
lying in the interval o&(7,-S <$ whzre 7, i s  ,the first pole and S- is 
a positive number, appropriately shoaen such that y(Z/ -$) iis not yet tac 
Ir?..rge to void our apploximatioa ( b 3 . 2 ) .  
01 !4 
~vingobtainedtheSirskatcl.c~ ~OfUZion = )  . t12e 
second order eqatidn (4.7) car. bz tlnei? integrzted to yie!d . 
where 
01 @4 It is obvious that w $1 i ia  bounded wherever W ($1 i b  biounded. 
Consequently, tqle approximation is &ond qven if we only take the firlot 
two terms in (4.2) and 14.31. 
%YF:!ith t ese values sf D, a:.d N (6s. 4.9 ar...:! 4, 191, the solutiua3~ 2.rz 
'a plotted in Fig. $ (by ueixag tzkkles, &aP, 8) fzc:g%;* ~ ~ h i c h  scvaraP i n ~ ~ ~ ~ r a a t f f i ~ ;  
' T ~ S U P ~ S  C S E ~  be ded~eb~d ?OI.IOWU: 
!( i) FOP %%?.  dupe^," S O ~ C  ' * ~ , B Q ~ c  b, the t r a m ~ . r ,  xaic aolutlsn akar ts  : iro~a 
/ P point /? (619, Fig. a', with &.a coora;:g~,i;fia 
It thea increases f;rorn-.w=~, to W S /  p ~ i ~ t  D ~ & e z e  
That is, there is an axpanaion vmve fzjllowing the cylindrical B?~GcZC,. 
(ti) The thieknee~ of the cylindrical shock, a o  defined in 8 Z,2(d), i r  
f i  4-9 
= $ - 7 2  = 2 :7 (7,) r.r-1 (n Po space , A r  l; ,AT ) {nS 2::) 
across ~vhich the velocity baa ad "jump:" 
Combining Eqs. (4.22) and (4. 231, wt.: obtain 
Comparing these r~>suPts with thaae ~2;: in plane normal s b c k  
(e. g. Ref.  99, we xwte fir/& tIazt the plane shock strength ( -h~ i* I  
is yziite arbitrary ~jhjle far a cylindrical shock, AM 5.0 (H'')~ 
The enpression for ~hocli  Ohickcness jzq. 4.22) sho't-9s that 
aIt;houg%, c~:%bin&~?.~; AW . the e2;p~ec,sic;a j$, Ti:; 1 
agrees wit$% that of 13 plan6 S ~ Q C ~  (cb. Ref. 9 )  withi~i the order o2 
magnitude. The result.  (4,25) differs, however, from tevey's 
result for the diffwe g?ncc?c in a sourze flow (Ref. 4 F,q. 4.91, kL7 
which he e~gplaias the diazrepauc y as due to some degree of chlt , :~ 
of the $@finition of -:he shack tfbfckne~s~ -2 result also iadicates 
that t&e maximum * yelocity grailient illside a eylindzuical shock ic: 
-' . (in contrast to Le\iey8e result:. o($) ) , while of order ai 
for a plane shuck, ;he marximum gtac!ient is (ef. Ref.  9 )  of 
'2 -t 
order (A@ a whick reduces to o(H-') if ifw- (7(acYJ) . 
The expression (4. 24) Wfers from the Praadtl reladtion of a 
f;/s 
plane shack by a t e ~ m  of O ( H  ) which here agrees with Levey'o 
result [Ref. 4, Eq. 4.13). The diffe~tnces between the present 
results of cyfindricnl now and thoo e af one -dimensional plane 
shoclc can perhaps lsa realized by visr..alieing that the viscous 
forces exerting on the surfaces d and dr of a nuid element 
is indeed of quite different nature froza those exerting in Nanc 
shock flow, since in the former case, the normala%rees actizzg 
on the surface d!  will have a component in the radial direckion. 
(iii) On the subscrric bra.sxch, us is a nnoiac<:onic dccreaeiilg function 
Y3 Z/J 
of 7 . w = /  at poiat E (c2. Figs. 6 and 4) where $ = - h o ~ ( T )  n 
and the velocity grzx!ient (FL = - dc~. 
ale0 Eq. 2.2la1, wkkh sS~.~z~rvs tI~at tho solution curve of the 
subsonic bra;lch pauses w = ; (cE. Fig. 4) 82ightly &sve -2he @n:r.i.,:+ lG 
(iv) T b  themdynamic vasiz'i2tes %I th ie  :low region eaa be deduced 
from Eq. (4.5), (I .  3) and (E.b], Thai is, in the eexmsian (4. 39 
and 
where ~ ( f )  is give= in Eqo, (4. 14) aixil 64. 16). The value8 of 9'8' 
lrg 
and B 
""# 7 is 1aI.otted in Fig. 7. The supereozzic branch 
starts with compresoion ~12.G- is then fallowed by an expaasion 
wave, while the sub r oaic branch expa;;iids continuous~y. Eq. (4.2:;) 
state8 simply that ;F; , ;nd 9 satisfy the ieentropic relation 
h 
up to O(a ) Thia implies that the er~tropy variation, if any, 
+$ 
acrorrs this region mfiust be of order 84: l ~ a a t  a s9 
The above traa~scarnic solution shows t9at the aupersd23ie brz~2ck 
glow approaches aayrnptotically to the subsozxie brapch am3 for 7 < 7g 
both branchee have ~upe~scailic lecrst speed. *iVe shall proceed to fig4 
the solution far < T~ .Let us ~ ~ ~ ~ i d e r  fi::i:t the continua",ion of the 
aubssmic Branch. F s y  the rsaks sf c o ~ " a ~ e ~ e n . : ~ ? ~  we ohall take the goizt 
in Fig. 6 as tk43 bou12.&ary ~iin&it?~tsa such that 
To obtain the ~olution for 12 's, one cas t::y :the following< expa~sinr,. 
P !#f .=12 -* f 2 
i;F a it,' c3 (2.1 
= fQZ) #. d 7 (z) + c$ + * * 
eke boundary conditicn (5. E:>, a m32:e. C O ~ V B ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~  method to approxh,im&:e 
the aolution can be carried rstct by Petting 
so that the conditions (5.1) are sr.$;5*rrfied an& addition 
I 
-3 tzikethevalue *z at C-8 ( c S .  3 2.2a). Zntegratiag(5.3)and 
d 
aging Eq. 5 1 )  we obtain 
2L3 - / I g  "" d - g ; Z  - / i t  
2 a' I;" 1 " w a n  a; f o r  f > d  ( 5  3 j'=z - r 2 + l?(* a++ 
6%; 
This solution ie  in goad agreerneflt wit23 the Eq. (4.161) for ?= > 7)  a 
I 
-- 
E can be see3.3 ;;t once that LS W-S- P ' (the r.xaximam velocity at wL%iqh 
which the aslsfgned valueu af 9 9 z;~ave been nsc& T & G ~  yye G-,;.: 
4& 
that the flow szlpposedly terrninat.;~ i tss l t  at o distance of ~ ( c f  ) to 
the inner side of 7 z u , beyond he hick: there io no solution go :our pzesaxl 
yrtem of equations, To search Pzzthi:~ for Che passihilities wk~e-thsr 
rne still could obtain the s o i ~ t i ~ n ,  of pk:ysical ~ e a l i t y  fez 7 (cl, , one 
byodd face hasaqe rather dubiotas ~?tuations, 5-or inslance, sear y = y m  
the densiky, temperature preliouro all bszome so lovr Chat the validi;~ 
cf the equatbn of state for perfect gas ( I .  4) Se questiomble. Besides, 
fhe fact that viac~us strtesees reach th r~spnitude of the fluid p~ennr.r:i; 
near 7 = Tm sets a lik.ely lixnitaar: tu t%e appllcability'of the Wavier - 
Stokes equation (I. I) and also rair;es e quest!:~n as to whether Burnettgo 
k:.igherc viscous temc; (Ref. I t ,  p, 27 1) should be employed to 02ercon%e 
the preeent &;iEficulty. Of wuPec, it w9uld saem plausible to continue 
GUP aolutioa further inward by assigniag appropriate values to the 
arbitrary conetant C in (2.169, Neverthele:is, it i e  still impossible to 
- f bring the flow to ye-- (P=o)  on accoernt obi&@ eingdarity that f u r  - r  
near r =O (cf. 1,3). To clarify these rather vague poirrte is beyoad the 
ticope of this paper, although ~&uci .  clarification f s ceztaialy desirable. 
6. The %!atropy 'iTar?isztion 
P 
We define S to be bhe specific entrrs~~y, 
%hen the energy equstion (1.2) cail be xwittee se, 
dS = d v j ~ . ~ d r )  i #  f T U  [ b L  
where 8 is the V~SF.OUS d i ~ s i p a t i ~ ~  Fatl~ti~n, ~vhich in this case is ,  
::'he above definition of 3 of a fr-utd element is clearly fop an open sgsot<-::.~ 
oince the heat oxchange by couduc:tfon., and h-:see a net flow of entzoy:r, 
occurs with the neighboring clemaz..te. Thus Zq. (6 .  Zf merely expi.egac;j 
the energy balance, in terms of 4 * of the Eiuid element -- a system 
riot isdated, in the thermoiimamlc sense, Pzoa its surrouadiags. Tlte 
e ,~alys ia  of formulating the seco-.d la%%- of tha:T:~sodynamic s for the fhkd 
flow case by making the eyetern cluasd h a ~  Biren investigated in some 
(!&ail by Tolman and Fine (Ref. I l )  a ~ r l  disc:.,o~ed later by Curtisa anzd 
~~irschfeld$r (Ref. 12) from the point ~f view of atatistical mecha&cc. 
Their idea is in essence to state ghat the cha::~ge dS in the edropy og a 
oystern should be constitutedoi rat only the e3tropy carried into the 
X syatem due to conduction of heat eaeogy, equal to dir (T t~ . .od~ ; )  pe:: 
r&t volume, but also the net inercase in wntzopy produced by izzevereiblc; 
=processes taking place inside the s ystorn. Following TolmaaB s natation, 
we may thua write 
En the present case, Eq. (6 ,  d ) ,  after combining with (6 .2 ) ,  becomes 
As we are only interested in inhe valitatiwe Esatares of our later ~esu:.ts,  
vfe simplify these equationr by us5zlg the as achnptions 
? 3 
- = / = 3 /I = O g Cp ' CV 9 ::o*xsta*t , r = -- 
r 4 * {ti+ ( ~ j  
Then the nonciimenut~raal tcs~rn of YZqs ., (6, 2 )  cam& j6.5) are respsstis~s3-J 
Though the sign of ths term:% on tilei right hand aisle of (6,79 is in gene!:al 
ir2definite, the u,akuet of the xight hzad ~ide terms of ( 6 , 8 )  is, hc\veva~, 
positive definite . Tkerefurt2 (dl, inc reag.3~ monotonically along 
fPd* 
the fluid Row, a s  predicted by the secnaid 3aw far a claeed systein, 
Sabtpacting Eq.. (6,8> from ( B , 9 ) ,  3Te obtain 
ahich can be integrated to yield 
whehe the ccmstant og integration i J BO chaosez* that both J a d  4kp" .+ 
tend to 4 as 7- oo , d, Beins arbigrary, 
In order to see that d ol %he shoela: type flow reaches a rraaxinlurs 
- 
a,zar w , T p j e  ~qiii3titut; ~ q ,  4 , ~ .  3' int.3 (C,'?) unit obtain 
2 hio equation ohcws that f0.p 7 c<,?xkizicla the trranoonic ragiczs, the 4 
being of O(<') a overwhekn~~rr the ~ c s t  of the iezme in thc bracket axk 
hence (6.10) reduces to 
E then f~klsw;3 4! aass.An3as ;:YG r x i : : ~ x . i . a ~ ~ f ~ ~  va1py.e at the pai411't +iz&e~*r': 
the curvature af r -:w(Y) curve \anir;!lee d"w= 0 at p~int 4 iil 
d -  3" 
rig .  ba&atthispof,nt - i s 1 ~ ~ 8 ~ t l ~ a n . x e ~ : ~ a ) ,  K4fov~evfsr, frcm(6,9) ,  
a'f4.2 
4 48, 1 eke quantity A + 5. doas net h , -~e  an extrsma.~a in ';:ha 
d~ &f 
entire flow rcg:.ion. '$he above result !r; -very ;rmxcb the sanai., as t%eZ 0.: a 
plane shock. ( 6 ,  g, Ref. The so:r~tior: of ~lh!l:lz shows that ?he - v~? .cx iPg  
bas a. paint of :.x&nflcction at ;V=l %r.he+t; he er.,%opy is alno i m ~ i r n u m ,  
1ntegzta"iing Eq. (6 ,Ia)  wit32 the aid af 9qs. ( 3 - 1 )  and (3.  Z] undar 
condition (6 .  ti), we o'bt,triin 
.$.' :, :;') 
s~ that A -t d, as /; -c 00 . T35s e ~ ~ u ~ ~ t i o n  i s s  actually the definition 
of J usually given fur a perfect p s .  Substitutian of the 8olutiQn (3.  f 2 )  
illto (6.I2) shows that 
A&$ - Q(oi) for 7 > Q 0) [ ?fj a 3% :;$) 
( 6 8 .  3) into ( 6 ,  1,:) and aimpliiy the i~:;zpaasiou, tlnou we obtain 
and the value =J(z) is gi~;n by 24s (4. I43, 3. I&) and aisc $otti3:2 in 
b 
Fig .  6 .  Eqaraat;icjl3 (6. 141 i s  f:c~i;aic;une ~ y i t h  t_be fact that '4 = R, = rfan: :. 
2 dong the invis id  solution 8 = x . The variation in A along eupeygij;l.:.: 
and subsonic bs<aachos of aupl sol~:;:Lon follow::; d i~eet ly  Z+QZ%~ dat;: o j w s  
iii Fig. 6 .  The ~eexzlt i s  ijlc~~ed I:~. Fig.. 8, A& 3 clecreaees aJ>o;ng t!. .-: 
2 
later nna%J.lmes once again tk:e valnn 
A$ (the -;~a.lue of d at 7 ~ -  1 at
p3int c where w'" is in in in^:^^^ tldere, sG~fterthat ..d d e c ~ e a s e : ~  
~.rpi& y -with farthet- i l ~ e ~ e ~ ~  B Pa fir aa,d .clovestuafl y tczd to - oo 
monotically % u ~ b  dec i:e~.sing 7 ZFia-w;;.zvelp, by oubstiL-atf.ng Eqs, (0 .  143 
rzcad (4* 3) into [ 6 .  99, it can aasily ~ 3 ~ 3  i~a\v 'n that ( {+p 1 i~'ihcrea8 t~ 
monotie ally with decreasing mxd the -variation in ( d>p is of 0rtBs;~ 
&or) . Conseq~enlly, the result *tl:ieS A'- -- 3% 7- ymifJ can bts 
explained by vlsualieing fra;n Eq, {B, 9.3 that (<$B) decreaszs 
<<? 
b ..yon4 all bouxlds a s  7 + PhysLcdIy, this probably implies that 
%he flow is r z & h s ~  far from its eqr~.i%ib~iumz roizdition due to the large 
v slocity gradisat, inducing a rapi5 decrease in+ temperature whieh avea 
tile impostant heat conduction in tlxis rngicao e c n  not compensate, 
7, The -- Case when /U. Pr~poz:tLcna3. to Temperatuse 
- . U P  =n-=a---&.c 
In our plre;rlouo inr~cstigzk:?-cn, ;L , ,K' '~~ncf were sas~zmsd 
P 
be constant, Hn this aectiaz the eifec$s :;(esc tke solutie~n due;: to the variatlci::: 
cf , /*' aad A , a11 assume6 ts b3n pmpor>:imal to T , will be 
calculated and compared wi::h the pre:~lous reoults, That is. 
/II = ~ o m f .  T , $>&.an rc -" ( r c  3.1 
The dependence of on I athex ::&an :he kbc-~e relation can be vf~rhebz 
but not on the toea% hmpeg:i,tkzse T . Besiq5~;1s, and > ,g.L hk3-,.::, 
the same depcildence on T . Hexai:a. aestm~i13g cp . C, and Y still 
to be eonstant, vre may take 
all constant, 
Then the fundamental ayotem, Eq:i, (2. P5Q, [ 1 . 1 6 ) ,  becomes 
In the outer ragion, we eubati&-te the 8-e expansion Eq, ( 3 , L : j  
into Eqs. (7.33 and (7.9), then car-:y out the calculatiou in a way sirnilas 
t.3 that described in 5 3. The ree-rAt 2 9  fours to be 
g.nd ( )  hag the same es:?ress.irm ac; Eq. ( 3 .  l2bf up to tePms oi 
significant order, Cmpa:.i~l$ t3.i:. ~o?;:~tiala wx:h Eq. (3. 12), one can see 
a- 
that for eithes /+ o!'N') (". < r9 ' Yc? v r  O<;* .p<  /-0(d ) >th.l;re correction 
to the value of w at 7 d r ~  to the -:-ariation i :i & 4s at mait ;toi ordcv J 
) h carrection of She s;iae order d so applies to 8 . Thus 
are may concllxdc that the ef.fect ci:' .~ar-?ing /& is rather unimpcprtaat !&a 
$his range, 
In the (I~ansoais: region, .we ~ : a a  gai.c try 2 0  obtain the solution 
of Eqs. (7,39, (7,4) in the t'3i.m 3:: Eqfi (4. 1;  -. (4. 3lr This aubstitutien 
P.?ads to the f lt4:Ci~v~i;g7,g equatf on9 : 
Putting firat E = o in thest: equkionr; and thca ccsmpasring them with 
the correspollcting eq-uatiou~, (4.5)- (4, ?I for the case of constant P we 
gee that the effect of varyir~g f l  is the intrcduction of an extra te 
ta the second. order equation, namely, tlne firat team on the right hand 
E ide of Eq. (7.1) .  This agi~in impliee; that to account Por the effect of 
variation in r the values of w and B should be subjected to a 1 
eosrcction te-rm of order L ~ ( H  , It can also be sho 
:- naer superao;gac region, i ta  eIfe~i: i s  ?I-.iso of 0 ( H  Zh) a For tho case 
lsyhers? the 43,e??eadetace of /cc on T i s  d:ifferez:: from Eq, (7. I) (far 
a 
instan@ e / U . = . C T  0 > s j, the %fiect sh9s;ald quaEita&ivel.yr ' ~ " e ~ x ~ i a .  
the same, 
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